Characterizing the robustness and susceptibility of steady-state dynamics in post-buckled structures to stochastic perturbations
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A B S T R A C T

Recent reports exemplify both the potential and the concerns encountered in implementing post-buckled structures in diverse applications. By numerical and experimental methods, characterizations have provided useful insights on the dynamic sensitivities of such bi- or multistable structures subjected to either harmonic or stochastic excitations. Yet, the more realistic scenario of combined harmonic and stochastic loading has been not been closely examined so that such sensitivities might be fully illuminated. To provide a more complete understanding on the robustness and susceptibility of multistable structures to dynamic state transitions, this research establishes new analytical and experimental methods to quantify the likelihood of triggering transitions among dynamic regimes of an archetypal post-buckled structure as a result of combined harmonic and stochastic loading. It is discovered that persistent periodic snap-through dynamics are rapidly disabled by additional noise excitation when the harmonic excitation contribution occurs at frequencies close to the linearized resonance. The extra noise may also drastically compromise the integrity of small-amplitude periodic responses that occur at frequencies around one-half of the linearized resonance. Particular relative proportions of the noise standard deviation and harmonic excitation amplitude are uncovered that most readily compromise the robustness of a given steady-state dynamic regime. The analytical method also complements prior developments focused on stochastic resonance by uncovering the broader perspective of dynamic sensitivities of post-buckled structures under arbitrary combinations of harmonic and random driving loads.

1. Introduction

Snap-through is the dynamic response associated with displacements from one stable equilibrium to another in a bistable, multistable, or post-buckled structure, and it results in a large sudden conversion between potential and kinetic energy that is dissipated in time by damping effects [1]. This unique, nonlinear dynamic behavior is important for a variety of engineering applications. Persistent snap-through oscillations are favorable for harvesting ambient vibration energies as a sustainable electrical power resource using bistable electromechanical devices. Namely, when the exciting energies are insufficient to greatly drive a linear energy harvesting platform, the same inputs may induce stochastic resonance-like
behaviors in bistable systems, promoting energetic oscillations and considerable electric power production [2–4]. Transitions among post-buckled states also facilitates novel, adaptive capabilities for engineered structures, including tunable frequency sensitivities [5], graded energy absorption features [6–8], exceptional actuation authority [9], and large multistable shape morphing [10]. Yet, considered from the lens of different applications, snap-through can be detrimental to the integrity and performance of critical structural systems. For example, aircraft may be subjected to skin buckling due to combined thermal and mechanical loading on the thin surface panels and control surfaces [11]. Such bi- or multistability could rapidly compromise system integrity if repeated dynamic transitions among the stable equilibria are activated [12,13]. Thus, archetypal, slender aircraft components have earned a recent focus towards developing predictive tools that inform deployment of such structural elements [14,15]. Indeed, wherever slender structural constituents are employed in engineering systems undergoing compressive loads there is the possibility that buckling may be induced at one or more locations, which poses a genuine concern for triggering snap-through events as a result of additional lateral stresses or loads [16].

Among these diverse investigations, the dynamics of bistable structures have been the focus of numerous investigations. The existence of two stable equilibria is amenable for analytical methods that yield general insights, albeit at a resolution viable for general engineering design guidance rather than exacting precision. Because more complex multistable structures do not involve a considerable change in the global dynamic behaviors that may result [17], bistable structures are a suitable substitute to investigate the fundamental dynamic phenomena and sensitivities of a whole class of engineering systems: structures with more than one statically stable equilibria.

As a result, a broad range of analytical studies have been undertaken on the structural dynamics of post-buckled structures and bistable oscillators to obtain important insights. Moon and Holmes [18] investigated an archetypal bistable cantilever that was buckled using magnetic forces, and employed analytical tools including Poincaré sections and Melnikov theory to yield important knowledge on the persistence of harmonically-excited steady-state motions. Later, Szympińska-Stupnicka and Rudowski [19] utilized approximate analytical solutions to the governing equations via assumed sinusoidal response behavior to predict the onset of dynamic transitions in harmonically-excited bistable structures and the corresponding spectral energy distributions. Virgin [20] characterized the frequency sensitivities of archetypal mechanical and structural systems due to load and geometric constraints that could promote post-buckling, revealing that buckling is easily identified by the vanishing of the fundamental natural frequency. Recently, the idea of using bistable structures for vibration energy harvesting applications gave new motivation for analytical study that could uncover important knowledge for the harvester’s best implementation. Thus, researchers have developed analyses that help identify methods for harnessing bistable energy harvesters in applications with harmonic [21,22] or stochastic exciting vibrations [23] that may be favorably converted into electric power. In an adaptive structure application, Kidambi et al. [7] used an analytical approach based on the harmonic balance method to elucidate the roles of symmetry, frequency, and excitation amplitude on the damping adaptation achieved by embedding a bistable constituent in an elastic mechanical system. Continued investigations are identifying the sensitivities of bistable structures under transient [24] or impulsive [25] conditions, which furthers the knowledgebase for effective utilization or operation of bistable engineering systems in a diverse range of applications. While this brief review is by no means comprehensive, the breadth of knowledge derived from analytical studies on bistable structural dynamics – particularly those incorporating supporting numerical or experimental evidence – has shed remarkable light and understanding on the dynamic behaviors unique to bistable systems but also manifest in the more complex multistable structural systems.

On the other hand, there is an important omission from this portfolio of knowledge. Although many scenarios involve harmonic or stochastic energies which drive or excite a post-buckled structure, it is rare that purely tonal or purely stochastic force/stress exists in the natural or engineered world. For instance, it is common that a background level of noise is not significantly less than spectral amplitude peaks associated with a mechanical or structural vibration response from harmonic inputs [26,27]. Considering the alternative perspective, even near-random excitations such as turbulent boundary layers past structural surfaces can induce vortex shedding that results in a periodic contribution to the total structural load [28]. More generally, some engineering systems, in particular aircraft [29,30], undergo an exhaustive variety of loading over the course of typical operations such that the structural components are at some times subjected to strongly tonal, mostly stochastic, or an even mixture of harmonic and stochastic excitations. While previous studies have analytically or numerically investigated the sensitivities of monostable nonlinear oscillators to such combined harmonic and stochastic excitations [31–35], there is a lack of comparative, analytically-based understanding for structures that possess more than one stable equilibrium. Thus, due to the myriad examples of post-buckled structures in modern and emerging engineering applications and the broad relevance of combined harmonic and stochastic inputs, the motivation of this research is to bridge the knowledge gap and lay a foundation for the study of harmonically- and stochastically-excited bistable structures using new analytical and experimental methods that yield conclusive insights.

The following section describes the model of the archetypal post-buckled structure examined in this work and the analytical framework employed to pursue understanding of the system behaviors in consequence to a combination of harmonic and stochastic excitation. The experimental system is then introduced and experimental results are compared to analytical predictions to correlate the conclusions from experiments to those suggested by the analysis. Concluding remarks summarize the principal findings of this research.
2. Analytical investigation framework

2.1. Magnetoelastic bistable structure

Moon and Holmes [18] previously evaluated a harmonically-excited magnetoelastic beam due to its capability to exhibit the full range of dynamical behaviors associated with bistability, including strange attractors, 'coexisting' periodic motions, initial condition dependence, and multiple stable equilibria. This experimental platform also conveniently enables one to tune a broad range of relevant nonlinear and linear structural parameters by adjusting magnet positions. Over the years, this magnetoelastic bistable structure has received significant research attention due to such practical and theoretical versatility [36–38]. This research employs the same archetypal bistable structure, now instead with the broader focus of elucidating the cantilever response induced by excitations that are a combination of harmonic and stochastic energies. Fig. 1 provides a photograph and schematic of the experimental system. The platform includes a ferromagnetic spring steel cantilever with a gapped magnet pair positioned near the beam free tip. Due to the magnet pair positioning parameters $\delta$ and $\Delta$, the cantilever is buckled such that the beam tip statically maintains one of two stable equilibria whereby the free tip points more towards one magnet than the other, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), which are the symmetric post-buckled stable states. Asymmetric post-buckled stable states may be realized using a non-zero offset parameter $\epsilon \neq 0$, although such asymmetry was avoided in this research for sake of complying with the current analytical model formulation that presumes the combination of elastic and magnetic restoring forces on the cantilever are symmetric. The spring steel beam ($E = 210$ GPa, $I = 1.387 \times 10^{-13}$ m$^4$, $\rho = 7800$ kg/m$^3$) has length $L = 124$ mm from the clamped end while an electrodynamic shaker drives the beam clamped end and fixed magnets with a controlled base excitation signal.

2.2. Governing equation for cantilever displacement

For this archetypal post-buckled structure, the governing equations of motion are formulated using the basis that a single-mode Galerkin procedure is applied to the partial differential equation of motion to reduce it to a single ordinary differential equation of motion for the beam tip motion $\bar{x}$ proportional to the principal vibration response and relative to the moving base displacement $\bar{z}$ [16]. As a result, one has an equation

$$m \dddot{\bar{x}} + b \dot{\bar{x}} + k_1 \bar{x} + k_3 \bar{x}^3 = -m \dddot{\bar{z}}$$

where $m$, $b$, $k_1$, $k_3$ are the single-mode contributions from the cantilever mass, viscous damping, linear, and nonlinear stiffness, and the load parameter $p$ is related to the nonlinear influences of the magnets that induce buckling (i.e. when $p > 1$) [18]. For axially-loaded structural systems, a similar parameter influence $p$ appears in the governing equation related to the nearness of an applied axial force to the critical Euler buckling load in which case. For instance, considering a simply
supported beam, $p$ is the ratio of the axial force to $EI/L^2$ [16]. In this magnetoelastic system, the magnetic influences also contribute to the linear and nonlinear stiffness terms $k_1$ and $k_2$. Here, the nonlinear stiffness contributions are truncated to retain only the cubic term from an infinite power series expansion to eliminate the intricate multistable responses, potentially enabled for higher-order stiffness terms [18], that may challenge the current pursuit for generalized insight on the dynamic sensitivities of the bistable structural dynamics due to the combined excitation. By this model formulation, the motions of the cantilever $x$ are those directly related to the most prominent dynamic behaviors whether pre- ($p < 1$) or post-buckled ($p > 1$). The equality for the load parameter $p=1$ corresponds to the system loaded at the elastic stability limit by magnetic forces that cancel the linear elastic restoring forces [17]; although this latter case is readily investigated by the model formulation developed here, it is not a particular focus of the current study. Although established around a reduced-order framework of investigation, the construction of Eq. (1) and the analytical steps that follow serve as guidance for future research that may consider the multimode (multistable) behavior of other archetypal, post-buckled structures, such as the many modes of buckling in beams and shells to be used for structural or energy harvesting applications [8,39].

Eq. (1) is nondimensionalized to reduce the number of free parameters

$$x'' + \eta x' + (1 - p)x + \beta x^3 = -z''$$

(2)

where $x = x/l$ is a nondimensional displacement with respect to a given characteristic length $l$ (for instance, the cantilever length $L$); $z = z/l$; $\omega_0 = \sqrt{k_1/m}$ is the natural frequency corresponding to $p=0$, and leads to a normalized pre-buckled natural frequency of $\omega_n = \sqrt{1 - p}$ and post-buckled natural frequency $\omega_n = \sqrt{2}\omega_0$; $\tau = \omega_0 t$ is a nondimensional time where its derivative is expressed using $\delta(\tau) = (\cdot \delta \tau)$; $\beta = k_1 l^2/k_0$ is a nondimensional nonlinear stiffness; and the damping loss factor is $\eta = b/m\omega_0$. The excitation includes harmonic and stochastic components

$$-z'' = F \cos \omega \tau + \sigma w(\tau)$$

(3)

such that $w(\tau)$ is a Gaussian white noise process with

$$\langle w(\tau) \rangle = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \langle w(\tau)w(\tau + \tau_0) \rangle = \delta(\tau_0)$$

(4)

and where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the noise [40]. Considering the harmonic excitation component, $F$ is a normalized base acceleration amplitude and $\omega$ is the absolute frequency normalized with respect to $\omega_0$.

### 2.3. Analytical strategy for approximate governing equation solution

To arrive at an analytical prediction for the primary beam oscillations in consequence to the combined excitation, it is assumed that a new, linear governing equation may be used to approximate the various nonlinear dependencies of Eq. (2). This equivalent, linear system is governed by

$$x'' + \omega^2 x + \gamma = -z''$$

(5)

where the parameters $\omega^2$ and $\gamma$ are an equivalent linear natural frequency and displacement offset, respectively. These parameters are determined by minimizing the mean-square error between Eqs. (2) and (5). The error is

$$E = (1 - p)x + \beta x^3 - \omega^2 x - \gamma$$

(6)

Minimizing the mean-square of Eq. (6) according to the unknowns $\omega^2$ and $\gamma$ is achieved by simultaneously solving $\partial(E^2)/\partial\omega^2 = 0$ and $\partial(E^2)/\partial\gamma = 0$ [40]. Before this procedure, it is assumed that the total dynamic response for the system governed by Eq. (5) is a superposition of responses individually attributed to the harmonic or stochastic inputs:

$$x(\tau) = x_h(\tau) + x_r(\tau)$$

(7)

where $x_h$ is the harmonic component and $x_r$ is the zero-mean component induced by the white noise, i.e. $\langle x_r \rangle = 0$. Moreover, the harmonic component, which accounts for the ‘steady-state’ contribution to the total response, is expanded via

$$x_h(\tau) = k(\tau) + h(\tau) \sin \omega \tau + g(\tau) \cos \omega \tau = k(\tau) + n(\tau) \cos[\omega \tau - \phi(\tau)]$$

(8)

where the coefficients $k$, $h$, and $g$ vary slowly in time, and $n^2 = h^2 + g^2$ and $\tan \phi = h/g$. Using these assumptions, minimizing the mean-square error between Eqs. (2) and (5) is achieved by

$$\frac{\partial(E^2)}{\partial\omega^2} = \{(1 - p)x^2 - \omega^2 x^2 + \beta x^4 - \gamma x^4\} = 0$$

(9a)

$$\frac{\partial(E^2)}{\partial\gamma} = \{(1 - p)x - \omega^2 x + \beta x^3 - \gamma \} = 0$$

(9b)

Substitution of the assumed solution Eq. (7) into Eq. (9) enables the determination of $\omega^2$ and $\gamma$. In advance of this procedure, properties associated with the Gaussian white noise process are assumed, namely that the expectations of the lower-order moments are [41]
By this approach, Eq. (9) is solved to yield

\[ \omega_0^2 = (1-p) + \frac{3}{4} n^4 + 8n^2 \langle x_t^2 \rangle + 8 \langle x_t^2 \rangle^2 + 4k^2 \left( n^2 + 2 \langle x_t^2 \rangle \right) \]

Having determined the natural frequency and displacement bias for the linear system governed by Eq. (5), which is approximately equivalent (in a mean-square sense) to the original nonlinear system governed by Eq. (2) [31], on the basis of linear superposition it is assumed that one may solve individually for the responses to

\[ x_h" + \eta x_h" + \omega_0^2 x_h + F = \cos \omega t \]

and

\[ x_r" + \eta x_r" + \omega_0^2 x_r + \gamma = \eta \omega F (t) \]

and then add together the responses to predict the total dynamic behavior, in accordance with Eq. (7). One observes this analytical methodology to have analogs to the harmonic [42] and stochastic linearization [43] approaches. Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (12a) yields a system

\[ \begin{align*}
-\eta k' &= \omega_0^2 k + \gamma \\
-\eta h' + 2 \omega_0 g' &= (\omega_0^2 - \omega^2) h - \eta \omega g \\
-2 \omega_0 h' - \eta g &= \eta \omega h + (\omega_0^2 - \omega^2) g + F
\end{align*} \]

Assuming that this dynamic response reaches steady-state, one finds that \( k^2 = 0 \) or that \( k^2 = r^2 / \omega_0^2 = -\frac{2}{k^2} - 3 \langle x_t^2 \rangle - (1-p)k/ \beta \). The non-zero \( k^2 \) would correspond to the asymmetric oscillation of the post-buckled beam (respecting an unstable equilibrium at \( x=0 \)). These results are correspondingly substituted into Eqs. (13b, c) from which one derives

\[ n^2 = F^2 / \alpha^2 \]

where \( \alpha^2 = (\omega_0^2 - \omega^2)^2 + (\eta \omega)^2 \). Eq. (14) gives the squared, harmonic displacement amplitude of the structure as contributed directly from the periodic component of the combined excitation.

Taking the expectation of both sides of Eq. (12b) shows that \( \gamma = 0 \) for the equivalent stochastic system. Thus, the mean-square displacement resulting from the white noise input into the system given by Eq. (12b) is [31]

\[ \langle x_t^2 \rangle = \frac{\alpha^2}{2 \eta \omega^2} \]

Concluding, the total, nondimensional, mean-square displacement of the bistable oscillator, considering Eq. (7), is

\[ \langle x^2 \rangle = \langle x_h^2 \rangle + \langle x_r^2 \rangle = k^2 + \frac{1}{2} n^2 + \langle x_t^2 \rangle \]
2.4. Simulation of the total dynamic response

Although experimental studies complement the analytical investigations to validate the theoretical formulation developed in this research, direct numerical simulation of the governing equation of motion, Eq. (2), by a brute-force, fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is carried out using rigorous tolerances of error control to best capture the intricacies of stochastic processes. The simulation results assess the efficacy of the model assumptions and formulation, particularly the concept of linear superposition of two behaviors to find an equivalent dynamic response that represents a significantly more complex nonlinear behavior. In all numerical results shown, the responses are determined by 52 individual simulations of Eq. (2) each using randomly-selected initial conditions and a time series lasting 100 periods of motion, respecting the given harmonic excitation term. In the following plots, the 52 simulation results for each parameter as well as their mean values over the 52 initial condition cases are presented. The use of a large number of simulations, each accounting for different initial conditions, ensures that the numerical results are statistically significant given the inclusion of stochastic processes in the investigations.

3. Experimental methods

The experimental system shown in Fig. 1(a) is examined in the laboratory by the following procedures. The absolute cantilever tip bending displacement is measured by a Micro Epsilon ILD-1700 laser sensor. A Micro Epsilon ILD-2300 laser measures the displacement of the electrodynamic shaker table while a collocated accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics 352C33) measures the shaker table acceleration in the same axis of motion. The shaker (LabWorks ET-140) is controlled by a LabVIEW (National Instruments) interface, through an amplifier (LabWorks PA-141), to provide constant-amplitude acceleration at all frequencies considered in the experiments, while the addition of noise is controlled by prescribing the variance of an additive, normally-distributed time series of voltage that superimposes with harmonic voltage that drives the shaker. By this approach, the stochastic contribution to the acceleration excitation may be determined conclusively, from which the stochastic acceleration variance may be computed. Once the data is acquired, all channels are digitally filtered with a low-pass filter at 200 Hz. Lastly, the cantilever tip relative displacement is computed as the difference between the beam absolute displacement subtracted from the shaker absolute displacement.

4. Results and discussions

In the following paragraphs, the analytical and experimental results are presented and discussed, wherein the roles of combined harmonic and stochastic excitation on the sensitivities of dynamic state transitions in the bistable structure are identified and discussed.

4.1. Impact of post-buckling load magnitude and harmonic excitation frequency

For the analytical investigations, the bistable structure damping factor and nonlinear stiffness parameter are unchanged to minimize the number of freely-changed variables. The values of these variables are, respectively, \( \eta = 0.02 \) and \( \beta = 0.1 \). The damping factor \( \eta \) is in accordance with the measurements of the loss factor in the experimental system, while the nonlinearity term \( \beta \) is selected based on the small amplitudes of oscillation observed, with respect to the beam length.

The top row of Fig. 2 presents analytical predictions of the normalized harmonic displacement amplitude \( n \) for a harmonic excitation amplitude \( F = 0.15 \) across a range of normalized excitation frequencies \( 0.2 \leq \omega \leq 2 \) known to yield more intricate and relevant dynamic behaviors for linear and nonlinear structures [16]. The columns, from left to right, show analytical predictions for increasing values of the load parameter \( p = [1.5, 2.0, 2.6] \); these values correspond to post-buckled configurations of the beam, with increasing parameter values indicating larger distances between the two stable equilibria and normalized natural frequencies, respectively, of 1.0, 1.4, and 1.8. The dash-dot (dashed) curves correspond to asymmetric (symmetric) displacement responses in the absence of stochastic contributions to the excitation, \( \sigma = 0 \). Such behaviors are the well-known, steady-state dynamic response regimes of post-buckled structures [1] characterized respectively as either oscillations around one local equilibria (intrawell) or as large amplitude, snap-through vibrations that cross between the two stable equilibria (interwell). In the experimental system, the unstable equilibrium configuration corresponds to the beam pointed between the magnet pair, in other words in between the two stable equilibria. Despite the possible ‘coexistence’ of response behaviors shown in Fig. 2, practically only one such steady-state may exist at any given moment in time [19], and initial conditions and perturbations to the system may change the instantaneous dynamic regime [44]. The top row of Fig. 3 presents the measurements from the experimental system that are found to closely correspond to the influences observed through the analysis, with symmetric (asymmetric) responses indicated by the unfilled circle (diamond) data points. To obtain the measurements, the harmonic acceleration amplitude of 0.75 m/s\(^2\) is held constant while the frequency is slowly swept at a rate of 0.08 Hz/s in increasing and then decreasing increments; then, fast Fourier transforms are computed over the time series to obtain the individual data points. The supplementary video 1 for this research gives plain visual evidence of the steady-state dynamics of the symmetric post-buckled beam. Comparing the
displacement amplitudes predicted for the purely harmonic excitation, it is seen that the influence of changing load parameter from low to high values of $p$ and when using greater magnet spacing distances $\Delta$ (for the range herein considered) lead to several distinguishing shifts in the occurrence of the coexisting, steady-state dynamics that are corroborated between analysis and experiment. Namely, as these respective parameters increase: (i) the intrawell dynamic regime, shown as dash-dot curves in Fig. 2 and as light red diamonds in Fig. 3, exhibits a progressively increasing linear natural frequency; (ii) the frequency range across which two, different amplitudes of this intrawell response is seen to broaden; and (iii) the large, amplitude snap-through oscillation, shown as dashed curves in Fig. 2 and as dark blue circles in Fig. 3, is diminished in its peak frequency of occurrence while the amplitudes of snap-through displacement are magnified across all frequencies that it may be activated. In each of these ways, the analytical trends have supporting analogs in the experimental findings.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2017.02.006.

The second rows of Figs. 2 and 3 present the analytical/numerical and experimental results of the mean-square beam displacement, which, considering the responses subjected only to the harmonic excitation component, consist of values associated with the displacement bias due to intrawell oscillations and due to the harmonic amplitude of motion, Eq. (16). Comparing the first and second rows of these figures reveals that at lower frequencies of the harmonic excitation, the snap-through dynamic regime may lead to smaller mean-square displacements than those occurring for an intrawell dynamic regime. A practical explanation for this effect is that the snap-through motions in lower frequency bandwidths do not significantly overshoot the locations of the two stable equilibria per excitation cycle. Thus, with a zero mean, and considering Eq. (16), snap-through motions must appreciably overshoot the stable equilibria locations in order to possess mean-squares of greater value than a coexistent intrawell oscillation. These trends are in good agreement between the measurements shown in the second row of Fig. 3 and predictions of the bistable structure dynamics in the second row of Fig. 2.

The introduction of the stochastic excitation contribution considerably changes the landscape of the dynamics that the bistable structure undergoes. In the analysis, a white noise with standard deviation $\sigma = 4F/3 = 0.20$ is predicted to uniformly diminish the harmonic displacement amplitudes of the snap-through dynamics, as shown in the top row of Fig. 2 comparing the dashed blue to thick blue solid curves. In addition, the bandwidth of frequencies over which intrawell dynamics are predicted to occur is significantly reduced or entirely suppressed like that result shown in Fig. 2(a) (blue thick curve). These factors of the analytical predictions are in good agreement with the results of the individual numerical simulations (grey points) that can be considered as individual case-study stochastic responses in comparison to the mean numerical result for each frequency (filled circles) that is comparable to a long-time average of the case-study trends. On the other hand, as observed considering Fig. 2 from left to right columns in the bottom row, increasing deviations are seen in the analytically predicted mean-square displacements when compared to simulations as the load parameter $p$ increases, corresponding to
greater distance between the stable equilibria (since the nonlinearity term \( \beta \) is constant). This reflects the limitation of stochastic linearization procedures to accurately predict statistical measures of dynamic response for post-buckled structures for cases involving closely-spaced stable equilibria spanned by small energetic barriers \([45]\), which is progressively challenged by the increase in load parameter \( p \).

The experimental measurements of the magnetoelastic, post-buckled beam when excited with an acceleration amplitude of 0.75 m/s² and additive noise with standard deviation 1 m/s² (filled squares) agree well with the findings from the model; note that the standard deviation of the stochastic excitation employed in the experiment is of the same proportion to the harmonic component as that included in the analytical results of Fig. 2. For each measured data point in Fig. 3 that considers such combined harmonic and stochastic excitation (filled squares), the respective result is computed from a 30 s-long dwell at the frequency of the harmonic excitation, and thus is comparable to the numerical long-time average results (filled circles) shown as validation for the analytical results in Fig. 2. Shown as grey points in the background of the first and second rows of Fig. 3 are samples of the displacement amplitude and mean-square displacement computed from short-time (6-s duration) evaluations of the 30 s-long dwell, which are thus comparable to the individual numerical simulation results of Fig. 2 that are shown as grey points.

Using the data points featured with the labels in Fig. 3(d, e, f), the experimental results reveal practical nuances of the dynamic behaviors observed under the combined harmonic and stochastic excitations, and guide one towards insights on the dynamic sensitivities. Fig. 4(a) shows portions of the displacement time series for the points labeled as v1, v2, and v3 in Fig. 3(d, e, f). Using the phase-lag-based phase portrait \([1]\) where \( T \) as the harmonic excitation period, the characteristics of the trajectories are plainly assessed. For example, due to the consolidation of the oscillations to a small region in Fig. 4(a), the trajectory v1 is an intrawell behavior that responds so negligibly at the harmonic excitation frequency that the beam is more effectively driven by the noise excitation component to respond at the fundamental natural frequency around 20 Hz.
This observation is evident in the corresponding autocorrelation and autospectrum plots (or around 3.2 times the harmonic excitation frequency). In contrast, the trajectory v2 in Fig. 4 reveals a snap-through dynamic of large displacement and phase-lagged displacement, and more appreciable autocorrelation of the system response when shifted by integer multiples of the excitation period. Yet, the noise still contributes so greatly to this total response that the oscillation exhibits a rapidly fading 'memory' as shown in the decaying autocorrelation values as the time shift increases, Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the autocorrelation also reveals a modulating envelope trend, with peaks around $i \times 1$ excitation periods' worth of delay where $i = 1, 2, ...$, which could be the sign of a time-dependent dynamic sensitivity for the snap-through response. Finally, the trajectory v3 in Fig. 4 exhibits only occasional snap-through oscillations between the two stable equilibria, resulting in an autocorrelation trend with a fading non-zero bias, in contrast to the sinusoidal-like characteristics more often attributed to the autocorrelation of periodic dynamics. Key characteristics of these results, shown by time series, are evident in the supplementary video 2 where the dynamics of the post-buckled beam are shown when the system is subjected to different combinations of harmonic and stochastic excitations.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2017.02.006.

Considering the v2 and v3 trajectories in Fig. 4 and the corresponding results of Fig. 3(f) that present the percentage of time the beam spends snapping through per 30 s-long constant-frequency dwell, it appears that the coexistent snap-through dynamic near the beam natural frequency of 20 Hz, when the noise is absent, is effectively disabled by the additive noise. This conclusion is strongly supported by the corresponding short-time evaluations in Fig. 3(d) and (e) in the frequency range close to the natural frequency of 20 Hz, which exhibit values very close to those that are computed for the asymmetric, intrawell oscillation regime in the absence of noise. On the other hand, the snap-through motions occurring at frequencies around 50–60% of the natural frequency are readily promoted by the introduction of the noise since the percentage of time spent snapping through is large around these frequencies, such as for the v2 trajectory in Fig. 3(f) and as evident in the short-time data evaluations in Fig. 3(d). These trends are also observed via Fig. 3(c, i) according to the respective natural frequencies and proportions thereof obtained for the other cases of magnet positioning parameter $\Delta$. Indeed, the analytical and numerical mean results in the first row of Fig. 2 for all load parameters $p$ likewise reveal significant amplification of the overall harmonic displacement amplitude at frequencies around 50–60% of resonance, while
the harmonic excitation at frequencies closer to resonance is comparatively unable to induce snap-through responses, judging by the significantly smaller amplitudes of the harmonic response and return to intrawell oscillations. Thus, supported by the analytical, numerical, and experimental evidence, structures with bistable members are more susceptible to undergoing dynamic regime transitions when the harmonic excitation component drives the system at a frequency around 50–60% of the natural frequency in the presence of a non-trivial additive white noise excitation.

Further insights may be drawn from the analytical, numerical, and experimental evidence collected in Figs. 2 and 3. For instance, increase in the load parameter (over the range considered here) leads to an increase in the harmonic excitation frequency at which the beam snaps through with greater regularity when subjected to the combined harmonic and stochastic excitation. For example, this is seen in the mean numerical data shown in Fig. 2 by considering the increase in the frequency of the maximum numerical mean value from about 0.65 to 0.80 to 0.94 as the load parameter \( p \) increases from 1.5 to 2.0 to 2.6 spanning, respectively, from Fig. 2(a) to (d) to (g). Similarly, as the magnet positioning parameter \( A \) increases from 17.07 to 18.50 to 19.82 mm, Fig. 3(a, d, g), the frequency of maximum beam displacement amplitude in consequence to the combined harmonic and stochastic excitation increases from about 10 to 12 to 14 Hz. These experimental trends are plainly revealed through the time percentages of snap-through response, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3. Because the increase in load and magnet positioning parameters correspond to increase in the linear natural frequency of each system configuration, seen according to the inset labels and spectral locations of the ‘softening’ intrawell resonant responses, it is apparent that when under stochastic and harmonic excitations the frequency of greatest sensitivity to induce transitions among the coexisting dynamic regimes is related to the linear natural frequency. This supplemental observation supports the finding described in the preceding paragraph, and connects it to the variation of load or magnetic positioning parameters that are representative of the extent of post-buckling, whether severely post-buckled with very high natural frequency or vice-versa [16].

How may the analytical method and results predict such sensitive conditions for the bistable structure response, thereby providing designers insight on operational parameters that could induce transitions among the dynamic regimes? Reflecting upon the results of Figs. 2 and 3, it is observed that an important trend rests in the mean numerical results and the experimental results of the mean-square beam displacement. First, it is recognized that the squared stable equilibria distance \( k^2 \) (measured from the unstable equilibrium) is the mean-square beam displacement at very high or very low frequencies when noise is absent, since the amplitude of the harmonic response is negligible, according to Eq. (16). As a result, the squared stable equilibria distance is equivalently shown at very high or very low frequencies by the noise-free analytical predictions for the intrawell regime with the dash-dot curve in the second row of Fig. 2, and by the noise-free measurements shown by the light circles in the second row of Fig. 3. This in mind, it is observed from the numerical and measured data that the values of the mean numerical results and the experimental results of the mean-square beam displacement are equal to or exceed the squared stable equilibria distance at approximately the frequency that promotes the greatest amplitude of beam displacement and thus the greatest percentage of time snapping through. According to the analytical model expressions, this observation is equivalent to

\[
\frac{1}{2} \eta^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{\omega \eta \omega e} + \frac{1 - p}{\beta} = 0
\]

The relationship in Eq. (17) is recursive because \( n = f (\omega_e) \), \( \omega_e = f (n, \langle x^2 \rangle) \), and \( \langle x^2 \rangle = f (\omega_e) \). By substitution of Eq. (15) into (11a), an expression \( 0 = \omega_e(n) \) is obtained. Since this latter expression is equal to zero, and considering the equality of Eq. (17), one may plot the transcendental functions such that Eq. (17) is equal to \( \omega_e(n) \), for instance as a function of the \( n \) values obtained from the analytical model. The intersection of the curves is the value of \( n \) resulting from harmonic excitation at the frequency at which the beam spends the greatest percentage of time snapping through, according to the observation described above. Then, by Eq. (17), \( \omega_e^2 = -\beta \sigma^2 [ 2(1 - p) + \beta n^2 ] \). Thereafter, one may solve Eq. (14) for a first approximation of the frequency at which the beam snaps through the most regularly due to the combined harmonic and stochastic loading,

\[
\omega = \left[ \omega_e^2 - \frac{1}{2} \eta^2 \pm \frac{1}{2n} \left( 4P^2 - 4\eta^2 n \omega_e^2 + \eta^4 n^2 \right)^{1/2} \right]^{1/2}
\]

Using this framework, consider again the analytically predicted results shown in Fig. 2. For \( p = 1.5 \), resolving the transcendental function identifies 2.51 as the value of \( n \) where this occurs. Then, according to Eq. (18), the harmonic excitation frequency which most promotes the snap-through dynamic under the additional contribution of the stochastic excitation is \( \omega = [0.69, 0.77] \). Repeating this routine for the load parameters \( p = 2.0 \) and 2.6, respectively, yield \( \omega = [0.88, 0.92] \) and \( \omega = [1.02, 1.04] \). These predictions compare well against the numerical results that reveal peak occurrences of snap-through behaviors around \( \omega = 0.65, \omega = 0.80 \), and \( \omega = 0.94 \), respectively, for \( p = 1.5, 2.0, \) and 2.6. For a first approximation, the analytical predictions of the model and ensuing implementation of Eq. (18) are useful tools for the design and implementation of post-buckled structures under such complex, combined excitations to ensure that the dynamic regime of interest is sustained.
4.2. Influences of stochastic excitation standard deviation to the steady-state dynamic response

Previous investigators have studied the roles of stochastic excitation on the dynamics of bistable structures that are also driven by a harmonic excitation component with emphasis on characterizing the phenomenon known as stochastic resonance [46–49]. This intriguing behavior promotes an interwell response when the bistable system is excited by (I) stochastic loads with (II) a small harmonic loading mechanism oftentimes parametric in effect [47,49]. Despite the low levels of the harmonic loading, the interwell dynamic becomes synchronized with the harmonic period of this excitation component. Recently, stochastic resonance was numerically and experimentally observed in a study on a thermally-buckled and base-excited beam [44] giving new evidence of this phenomenon’s existence in practical, imperfect structures. In contrast to the extensive numerical and experimental investigations focused on the intriguing phenomenon, this research is more concerned with elucidating the overall dynamic sensitivities exhibited by post-buckled structures under combined harmonic and stochastic excitation mechanisms, whether or not associated with stochastic resonance, and focused on establishing an experimentally-validated, analytical tool that might predict such influences. Thus, this section applies the new analytical method and experimental evidence to uncover the intricate roles of change in stochastic loads upon the archetypal bistable structure dynamics.

Using thick (thin) curves, Fig. 5 plots analytical predictions of the symmetric (asymmetric) harmonic displacement amplitudes when the harmonic excitation has level (a) \( F = 0.05 \) and (b) \( F = 0.20 \) while the standard deviation of the noise \( \sigma \) is varied across two orders of magnitude. For these results, the load parameter is \( p = 2.0 \) and the frequency of the harmonic excitation is \( \omega = 0.65 \) which is close to the sensitive bandwidth for inducing state transition as indicated above. Fig. 6 (a) presents a comparable data set measured experimentally when the ferromagnetic cantilever has a magnet positioning parameter \( \Delta = 17.66 \) mm, considering the circle and triangle data points that, respectively, present the cantilever tip harmonic displacement amplitudes for a harmonic level of the base acceleration of 0.69 and 1.58 m/s². Here, the standard deviation of the stochastic base acceleration component is varied across about two orders of magnitude while the harmonic frequency of excitation remains at 12 Hz, which is 63% of the linear natural frequency (19 Hz). Similar to the relation between model results of Fig. 2 and measurements of Fig. 3, the data plotted in Fig. 6(a) are comparable to the numerical mean values shown in Fig. 5 (filled circles). For ease of presentation, the short-time data evaluations are omitted from Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5](image_url) Analytical predictions of the beam normalized harmonic displacement amplitude. Thick blue (thin red) solid curves indicate symmetric (asymmetric) response with varying noise standard deviation \( \sigma \). Filled circles are the means results of 52 numerical simulations conducted for each noise standard deviation. (a) Presents results for harmonic excitation amplitude of \( F = 0.05 \) and (b) \( F = 0.20 \). The normalized harmonic excitation frequency is \( \omega = 0.65 \). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

![Fig. 6](image_url) Experimental measurements of (a) cantilever tip harmonic displacement amplitude and (b) percentage of time that the beam spends snapping through per 30-s stationary excitation as a function of variation in the base acceleration standard deviation for two levels of harmonic acceleration. The harmonic excitation frequency is 12 Hz, and the magnet positioning parameter is \( \Delta = 17.66 \) mm.
For the lowest level of harmonic excitation, $F = 0.05$, the analytical predictions indicate that standard deviations of the noise notably greater than the harmonic component may activate transitions from the ‘steady-state’ asymmetric intrawell dynamic regime to the large amplitude, symmetric snap-through response. Specifically, the large amplitude, symmetric response, only occurs once the noise standard deviation is about $\sigma > F^2 = 0.1$. The numerical mean results in Fig. 5(a) support this analytical trend according to the consistently low amplitudes of the harmonic structure response at the excitation frequency until the values of $\sigma$ increase considerably beyond the harmonic amplitude $F$. Experimentally, these themes are observed for the case of the harmonic base acceleration of 0.69 m/s$^2$ presented by the circle data points in Fig. 6(a) and (b): a low amplitude intrawell response is induced to undergo steady-state regime transitions once the standard deviation of the noise increases substantially enough. Focusing on this case of lower harmonic base acceleration, Fig. 7(a) and (b) respectively plot portions of the phase-lag-based phase portrait and autocorrelation for the data points labeled as u1, u2, and u3 in Fig. 6(b). When the standard deviation of the stochastic excitation is low, the dashed curve for trajectory u1 exemplifies that the response is local to periodic motions around one stable equilibrium. These intrawell oscillations primarily occur at the linear natural frequency instead of the frequency of the harmonic excitation, due to the autocorrelation time shift periodicity of about 0.64 of the 12 Hz excitation natural period, indicating principal response around 18.75 Hz which is close to the 19 Hz natural frequency. As the stochastic amplitude increases, the u2 trajectory indicates that occasional transitions among the different dynamic regimes may occur, causing large fluctuations in overall structural configuration due to a sudden shift in the displacement bias of the bistable system. As the standard deviation of the noise increases still further, the u3 trajectory (solid curve) in Fig. 7(a) reveals that a greater regularity in the transitions among steady states is realized. Importantly, the autocorrelation in Fig. 7(b) indicates that the periodicity of these motions is now at the harmonic excitation frequency, despite the fading bias associated with imperfect persistence of the snap-through behavior. In other words, the increase in noise level causes a change in the dynamic response from a mostly stochastic oscillation at the linear natural frequency, to a dynamic behavior closely synchronized with the very low level of the harmonic excitation component; this is plainly an experimental observation of stochastic resonance, like that reported recently for the thermally buckled, clamped beam [44]. Experimentally, the increase in the percentage of time that the beam spends snapping through is observed for standard deviations of noise around 1.3 m/s$^2$ and greater, which is approximately twice the harmonic amplitude of the excitation. Indeed, this experimental result agrees with the analytically predicted onset of the snap-through regime in Fig. 5(a) that occurs once $\sigma > 2F = 0.1$. As a result, the good agreement between the trends of experiment for the low level of harmonic base acceleration of 0.69 m/s$^2$ and the analytical results in Fig. 5(a) for $F = 0.05$ suggest that the new analytical methods can assist in the prediction of stochastic resonance-based effects and enable designers to either work with or against these phenomena more directly in application.

An alternative influence of the additive white noise excitation is exemplified in the model results shown in Fig. 5(b) and the experimental measurements shown as triangle data points in Fig. 6(a) and (b). Here, the snap-through response regime is persistent when the standard deviation of the stochastic excitation contribution is small, because the harmonic amplitude of the single-frequency excitation is great enough to sustain such large amplitude displacement response. In this case, the mean numerical values shown in Fig. 5(b) confirm that the amplitude of the harmonic displacements are near to the analytically predicted values of the symmetric, snap-through dynamics, while the experimental measurements in Fig. 6...
(b) reveal a near-perfect persistence of snap-through oscillations per excitation cycle for small acceleration standard deviation. The trajectory t1, labeled in Fig. 6(b) and elaborated on with the presentations in Fig. 7(c) and (d), exemplifies such consistent vibration, with very little 'memory loss' evident in the autocorrelation envelope as the time shift increases and a phase portrait that is mostly consolidated. The analytical predictions in Fig. 5(b) show that the amplitude of the bistable structure response associated with the harmonic excitation is reduced as the stochastic component becomes more appreciable, such as around $a \approx 0.1$. Thereafter, the symmetric dynamic is greatly suppressed in amplitude, as verified by the corresponding mean of the numerical simulations. Likewise, the experimental measurements in Fig. 6(a) show that the amplitude of the harmonic displacement of the cantilever reduce progressively starting around the increase of base acceleration standard deviation to about 0.9 m/s² and greater. Thus, the analytically predicted proportion of stochastic to harmonic excitations to induce the transition from snap-through regime to a loss of such persistence is around 1:2, while the corresponding experimental measurements result observe the same influence for the proportionality of about 1:1.76. The good agreement between the analytically predicted proportion and the measured result indicate the theoretical formulation established here can be leveraged for future design and implementation of post-buckled structures where the robustness of such constituents are critical to elucidate for effective functioning. In fact, even though the persistence of the snap-through oscillation is compromised as the standard deviation of the excitation is increased beyond this key ratio, the experimental trajectories t2 and t3 show that the periodicity of the oscillations are still consolidated to the same period as the harmonic excitation component. The autocorrelation computations in Fig. 7(d) for t2 and t3 indicate a strongly fading memory, but one that nevertheless repeats mostly in the same period as the harmonic excitation component.

From these findings, and considering the sensitive case that the harmonic excitation is at about $60–65\%$ of the natural frequency, one may conclude that the dynamic stability of snap-through response is more vulnerable to the stochastic excitation contribution when the standard deviation of the base acceleration is approximately one-half of the harmonic component. In contrast, for post-buckled structures undergoing small amplitude intrawell oscillations due to a low level of harmonic excitation, stochastic resonance-like phenomena may occur if the driving noise standard deviation approaches or exceeds twice the amplitude of the harmonic component. Such a quantification of the robustness and susceptibilities of post-buckled structures is newly enabled through the combined analytical, numerical, and experimental methods, tools, and evidence created and assessed in this research. These developments and discoveries also complement prior efforts to illuminate stochastic resonance phenomena via computational and experimental approaches in myriad science and engineering applications [44, 46–49], by a new broader theoretical perspective that elucidates the range of dynamic behaviors in post-buckled structures from conventional harmonic response to purely stochastic process.

5. Conclusions

Robust performance and functionality are demanded in many modern engineering applications. The multiplying interests and relevance of post-buckled, bistable members in diverse engineering contexts warrants their close study and attention in order to characterize the sensitivities of the various dynamic regimes unique to these platforms, such as the small amplitude intrawell oscillations around local stable equilibrium configurations and the large amplitude snap-through response corresponding to significant displacements and kinetic energy. While previous studies have numerically and experimentally shown that the presence of stochastic contributions to a total excitation on bistable structures may change the resulting steady-state response regime, this research formulates a new analytical tool for the direct prediction of such critical susceptibilities. Through comprehensive analytical, numerical, and experimental studies on the influences of combined harmonic and stochastic excitations, it is found that the intrawell oscillation regime becomes significantly less sustainable when the excitation frequency of the harmonic excitation component is around $60–65\%$ of the system's natural frequency. Comparatively, the snap-through response is effectively disabled by the stochastic excitation if the harmonic excitation frequency is close to the natural frequency. The loss of the robustness of these dynamic regimes extends to the variation in the stochastic excitation standard deviation, and may be characterized according to key proportionality of the noise standard deviation and the amplitude of the harmonic excitation. All together, this research establishes a new pathway forward to design and implement post-buckled structures in applications where reliability in performance and effectiveness are demanded.
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